
 
 

 

Beware The Sirens 

When I was grade school age I used to love cooking with my Mom. By the time I reached high school I could create an 
entire meal on my own, albeit a simple one.  My cuisine repertoire was fairly limited until I left home for University where I 
had to fend for myself in the kitchen.  As time progressed I began watching cooking shows and tried to expand into more 
exotic fare.  Though I enjoyed preparing meals, I was never very skilled with cutting instruments.  When I watched 
experienced chefs, I was always impressed with how proficiently they handled their knives; I wished I was as talented as 
them. 

Right around the time I finished University I was at a ‘home show’ where I came across a booth with an assortment of 
brightly coloured cutting utensils on display.  The gentlemen behind the counter asked if I would like to see a 
demonstration of his wares, and I agreed.  He had every kind of cutting instrument imaginable; carrot peelers, avocado 
carvers, strawberry de-stemmers, melon ballers, watermelon slicers, fresh herb strippers, garlic crushers, pineapple 
corers, tomato hullers and corn zippers.  I listened to him describe how much easier cooking would be with these items; 
my skill level would increase, and required cooking time would plummet.  His passionate delivery was impressive.  This 
was just what I was looking for; the missing component in my cooking aptitude was found.  Chef greatness was just 
around the corner! 

Over the next few days I discovered just how useless these gadgets were in practice.  They were difficult to use, 
impossible to clean properly and actually took longer to employ than simply using a standard kitchen knife.  I had fallen 
victim to a well crafted sales pitch.  In reality, I had heard what I wanted to hear; that the solution to my mediocre cooking 
skills was short-cutting kitchen gadgets, instead of proper training and practice.  Now I had a drawer full of cheap plastic 
reminders that there is no such thing as a credible quick fix. 

It’s amazing how easy it is to fall for a good story, especially when we want to believe.  This happens to each of us, in 
many different areas of life, all the time.  We are constantly bombarded by compelling sounding problem solving 
propaganda; time saving kitchen gadgets, can’t lose product warranties, quick weight loss plans, flawless online dating 
profiles and can’t miss government spending campaigns.  The challenge for us is to separate those stories which will truly 
help us from those that sound good but ultimately contain no value; let’s call this the kitchen-gadget fallacy.      

This phenomenon reminds me of the ancient Greek characters, The Sirens, from Homer’s Odyssey.  The Sirens were 
mermaid like creatures who tried to attract passing sailors with their beautiful music and angelic voices.  Unfortunately, 
they did so because they were trying to shipwreck the sailors on the rocky coast of the islands they inhabited.  What 
sounded enticing to the sailors would ultimately lead to their demise. 

There has never been a point in history when more entities have competed for our attention.  When I began my career 
managing investments, in the early 2000’s, there were only a few places to get credible information; primarily newspapers, 
textbooks, well known periodicals and word of mouth from respected sources.  That was pre-internet.  Now, I find it 
increasingly difficult to parse good information from bad.   The production of information is endless.   
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Two terms were coined in 2016 which highlight this phenomenon; ‘post-truth’ 
(the idea that facts are less important than feelings) and ‘fake news’ (the 
explosion of unverifiable, often intentionally misleading information).   I find both 
of these concepts extremely troubling.  The rise of these concepts has been 
heavily influenced by the recent highly divisive US Presidential campaign.  
Going forward it is going to be more difficult to resist the temptation of attention 
grabbing stories, not easier.  Never has it been more important to have a 
system to help ourselves discriminate between helpful narratives and ultimately 
harmful ones. 



 
 

Every day I think about ways to improve our investing.   Over the years I have established a filtration system which helps 
me avoid listening to The Sirens of our day.  This filter is extremely helpful in vetting investment ideas.  When evaluating a 
particular idea I ask myself many questions, three of which I have presented below.  These questions force me to think 
deeply about the quality of the ideas under analysis and help lead to superior thinking.   

1. Could I explain the idea under consideration to a top expert in the relevant field?  
• If I had asked a Michelin star chef (the best chefs in the world) whether I should buy gimmicky cutting 

instruments to improve my cooking, I’m sure the answer (no) would have been swift.   
• Similarly, if I am considering investing in a particular area of health care, could I convince a top doctor or 

health care CEO why this would be a good idea in a manner they would find compelling?  Often, I will address 
this question practically by actually seeking out one or more experts to further my knowledge in the area. The 
best part of asking this question is that is forces me to truly understand the idea so I can be confident I am 
making the most appropriate decisions. 
 

2. Is there evidence this idea has worked consistently in the past? 
• While history does not repeat itself, it does rhyme.  I don’t think Julia Child or her colleagues used kitchen 

gadgets but I am sure they used regular knives. 
• When it comes to investments, there are new ideas/concepts/strategies invented every day.  Most of them fall 

by the wayside before any real testing can take place.  Simpler is usually better than complex and proven is 
almost always better than speculation.  Furthermore, most ideas are not truly new; often they have been tried 
in the past, forgotten and repackaged.  If we can track them down from history we can glean some 
information as to why it previously worked or failed. 

 
3. If this idea doesn’t work out, what is the downside risk? 

• The end result of my kitchen gadget purchase was the 100% loss of the purchase price.  I suppose I could try 
to sell them on Kijiji but I wouldn’t want to burden anyone else with these trinkets. 

• In the investing world permanent loss of capital is unacceptable.  We do need to take risks to generate a 
reasonable return, but we need to understand what the likely outcome will be if things don’t turn out as 
expected.  There are several ways to manage downside risk, and just hoping things work out is not one of 
them.  Ideas which seem good on the surface, but carry asymmetrical downsize risk should be avoided.     

In Homer’s Odyssey, the solution to avoiding The Sirens was for the sailors to plug their ears with wax so they were 
oblivious to their calls.  In a similar way, if these types of questions cannot be answered sufficiently, it is best to ignore the 
idea.  Ultimately, having a system for introspection should lead to more intelligent decision making and thus better, more 
stable rates of returns. 

2016 was a volatile year and I expect 2017 to be no different.  As we progress through the current economic expansion, 
now entering the 9th year, we need to be vigilant in our understanding of the inherent risks in each investment we 
consider.  The longer this expansion lasts, the closer we move towards a potential contraction, where being caught with a 
bad idea is at its most costly.  Thank you again to all our clients, who have entrusted us to continue vetting ideas and 
watching for good opportunities while avoiding kitchen-gadget fallacies. 

 

Your striving for Michelin star excellence investment advisor,    
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